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FROM THE
CHAIR
Hi Everyone,
Our preparations are well underway for our Board
Strategy Meeting at Conference. This is an
opportunity to tap into the collective wisdom of
the membership, via your State Branch Chairs,
and map out our strategy for the coming 12
months. It will also allow us to look to the future
about where our organisation should be
positioning itself in the even longer term. There
are plenty of challenges, a lot of opportunities,
but just one certainty, we need a bold vision to
succeed. I will keep the membership, and the
wider service management community, updated
about the outcomes of this vitally important
meeting.

I need to also extend a heartfelt vote of thanks to
our Corporate members who are sending big
contingents for networking and development.
This partnership, between our larger corporate
members and our loyal sponsors is vital to the ongoing success of the event.

I am looking forward to another fantastic
Conference.

One last thing: I am very pleased to announce that
Brad Schimmel has taken on the Chair of the
Victorian Committee. He will be an outstanding
addition to the already very talented line-up of
State Chairs. He has served a great
apprenticeship having done a lot of work, often
behind the scenes, with the Victorian Branch.

This is a world class event, really one of the
highlights of the international service
management calendar. This year we are
presenting fresh new content on Cyber Security
and Modern Managed Services where we look at
ITSM in the cloud and ‘at scale’. These hot button
topics in our industry provide signposts to the
direction our jobs will take in the future. Fresh
new perspectives are the hall mark of our
Conference as we seek to keep the community
abreast of the exciting developments that drive
our future.
May I take this opportunity to personally thank
our sponsors. They partner with us to ensure the
Conference maintains its standing, that it
continues to deliver new insights into service
management and is a great event to attend.

I should also remind you that NOW is the time to
submit for our National Awards. The list of
categories is available on our website, so please,
have a look and give the office a call if you’d like
some guidance or assistance.
I hope to see you at Conference.

And a big thanks too, to Janet Holling, the
outgoing Chair, whom I have been working with
closely on the Conference Committee.
All our State Branch Chairs work tirelessly to drive
our community forward and deserve our support
and thanks.
Cheers,
Bradley Busch
Chair - itSMF Australia
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Chatbots that
get smarter

by Greg Baker

It’s easy to write a dumb chatbot. It’s much harder
to write a smart one that responds sensibly to
everything you ask it. There are many different kinds
of chatbot, and they are each progressively harder
to get right.
1. The simplest chatbots are just a
convenient command-line interface: in
Slack there are usually “slash”
commands. Someone will set up a
program that wakes up to “/passwordreset user:JoeS” and updates
ActiveDirectory accordingly. Since this
is a very narrow domain, it’s easy to
get right, and as it is for the benefit of
IT staff, it’s almost always costeffective to spend some programmer
time improving anything that isn’t any
good.
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2. The next simplest are ordering bots,
that control the conversation by

never letting the user deviate from the
approved conversational path. If you
are ordering a new laptop or a new
phone, the bot can ask you questions
about memory and disk space until it
has everything it needs. Essentially
this is just a replacement for a web
form with some fields.
3. The hardest are bots that don’t get
to control the conversation, and where
the user might ask just about anything.
Support bots are examples of this:
users could ask the helpdesk just
about anything, and the support bot
needs to respond intelligently.

Too often, customers ask their team to
develop an ordering chatbot (#2) and are
very surprised when it doesn’t work very
well for support (#3).

players are working on technology for
bots that replace web forms and with
that bias comes a number of limiting
assumptions.

I did a quick survey and found at least 50
startups trying to write helpdesk bots of
various kinds. The vast majority are
ordering slot-filling chatbots. It’s a
lucrative market, because if you can even
turn 10% of helpdesk calls into a chat
with a bot, that can mean huge staff cost
savings.

2. Poor data
A lot of startups (and larger companies)
believe that if you just scrape enough
data from the intranet – analyse every
article in Confluence for example – that
you will be able to provide exactly the
right answer to the user. Others take
this further and try to scrape public
forums as well.

Unfortunately, nearly every startup I’ve
seen has completely failed to meet their
objectives, and customers who are happy
with their investments in chatbots are
actually quite rare.

Three traps when investing in
chatbots
1. Lack of courage with in-house talent
Several startups have lacked the courage
to believe in their own developers.
There’s a belief that Microsoft, Facebook,
Amazon, IBM and Google have all the
answers, and that if we leverage api.ai or
wit.ai or lex or Watson – or whatever
they’ve produced this month – that
there’s just a simple “helpdesk
knowledge and personality” to put on top
of it, like icing on a cake.
Fundamentally, this doesn’t work: for very
sound commercial reasons the big

This doesn’t work because firstly, users
often can’t explain their problem very
well, so there’s not enough information
up front even to understand what the
user wants; and secondly... have you
actually read what IT people put into their
knowledge repositories?
3. Focusing on the small stuff
There are a lot of different things that
can go wrong, and a lot of different ways
to solve a problem. If you try to make
your support chatbot fully autonomous,
able to answer anything, you will burn
through a lot of cash handling odd little
corner cases that may never happen
again. There is a long tail to support
requests: many requests are requests
you’ve never seen before and will never
work again.
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Making your chatbot work
with your humans
The key idea is this: if our support
chatbot can’t answer every question –
as indeed it never will – then there has
to be a way for the chatbot to let a
human being respond instead. If a
human being does respond, then the
chatbot should learn that that is how it
should have responded.
If the chatbot can learn, then we don’t
need to do any up-front programming at
all, we can just let the chatbot learn
from past conversations. Or even have
the chatbot be completely naive when it
is first turned on, so that it always
passes back to a human agent until it
has built up some knowledge.
Whatever approach you take, you will
end up with a corpus of conversations:
lots of examples of users asking
something, getting a response from
support, clarifying what they want, and
then getting an answer.
Predicting the appropriate thing to say
next becomes a machine learning
problem: given a new, otherwise
unseen data blob, predict which
category it belongs to. The data blobs
are all the things that have been said so
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far in the dialog, and the category is
whatever it is that a human support desk
agent is most likely to have said as a
response.
It looks like artificial intelligence. This is
AI for ITSM.

Solving machine learning
problems with natural
language text
There is a rich mine of research articles
and a lot of well-understood best
practice about how to do machine
learning problems with natural language
text like this. Good solutions have been
found in support vector machines, LTSM
architectures for deep neural networks,
word2vec embedding of sentences. If
you have a team of data scientists on
staff, you can ask them about this.
It turns out that techniques from the
1960s work well enough that you can
code up a solution in a few hours. I
used a bag-of-words model combined
with logistic regression and I get quite
acceptable results. (At this point,
almost any serious data scientist or AI
guru should rightly be snickering in the
background, but bear with me.)
The bag-of-words model says that when
a user asks something, you can ignore
the structure and grammar of what
they’ve written and just focus on key
words. If a user mentions “password”
you probably don’t even need to know
the rest of the sentence: you know what
sort of support call this is. If they
mention “Windows” the likely next
response is almost always “have you
tried rebooting it yet?”
If you speak a language with 70,000
different words (in all their variations,

including acronyms), then each
message you type in a chat gets turned
into an array of 70,000 elements, most
of which are zeroes, with a few ones in
it corresponding to the words you
happen to have used in that message.

Training your logistic
regressor
Logistic regression is a fancy term
which you would already be familiar
with. Essentially you assign a score for
how discriminating a word is – how
strong it is at predicting something.
The word “password” appearing in your
last message would score highly for a
response for a password reset, but the
word “Windows” would be a very weak
predictor for a response about a
password reset. Seeing the word
“Linux” even in your history would be a
negative strength predictor for “have you
tried rebooting it yet” because it would
be very rare for a human being to have
given that response.

Cheaper and surprising
successful chatbot realised
And that is all you have to do, to make a
surprisingly successful chatbot. You
can tweak how confident the chatbot
needs to be before it speaks up (e.g.
don’t say anything unless you are 95%
confident that you will respond the way
that a support agent will).
You can dump out the matrix of
strengths to see why the chatbot chose
to give an answer when it gets it wrong.
If it needs to learn something more or
gets it wrong, you can just give it
another example to work with.
It’s a much cheaper approach than
hiring a team of developers and data
scientists, it’s much safer than relying
on any here-today-gone-tomorrow AI
startup, and it’s easier to support than a
system that calls web APIs run by a bigname vendor.
Interested? Come and hear me talk at
the ITSMF Conference in Canberra,
where I’ll talk about all the exciting
developments in AI that are going to
change the way we do ITSM over the
next five years.

You train on your existing corpus of
data, and it calculates a matrix of
strengths.
It’s a big matrix: 70,000 words in four
different places (the last thing the user
About the Author
said, the last thing the support agent
said, the user’s memory, and the
Greg Baker
support agent’s memory) gives you
280,000 columns, and each step of
Greg Baker is the CTO at Daisee, an AI startup
each dialog you train it on (which may
with offices in Sydney and Melbourne. He is the
be thousands of conversations) is a row. author of “A Better Practices Guide for
But that’s OK, it’s a very sparse matrix
and modern computers can train on
gigabytes of data without needing any
special hardware. It’s a problem that
has been well studied since at least the
1970s and there are plenty of libraries to
implement it efficiently and well.

Populating a CMDB” and 5 other technical
books.
Previously working as a consultant, his clients
include a who’s-who of startups, multinationals,
governments and charities in Australia and
overseas. He has worked with and advised ITIL
and ITSM projects at DHS, Federal Parliament,
Hewlett-Packard, Optus and Novartis.
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Speaker Snapshot

Christine McNamara
Managing Director, Optimus Australia
Christine has grown up in the Australian IT industry, first as an
employee, then as a contractor and now as a business owner and
platform developer for ITSM/SIAM.
Christine has had the opportunity since 1987 to be involved in key
business transformation initiatives and a number of medium and
large outsourcing, in-sourcing and selective sourcing deals. As the
industry has changed and ITSM has evolved, Christine has been in
a position to establish ITSM/SIAM as a practice inside large
complex organisations, several MSPs and within a number of
Shared Service organizations.
Christine enjoys delving into the complexities of people, culture
and data analysis and dealing with challenges associated with
helping customers solve business problems.
SESSION: People, culture and data

Katrina Macdermid
Director, KayJayEm Services
Katrina Macdermid is rapidly becoming globally identified as a
Human Centred ITIL Service Design Expert; presenting her unique
concepts both locally and internationally to IT Professionals,
Executives & CIO’s. Katrina holds the revered qualification of ITIL
Masters (making her only the 3rd ITIL Master in Australia).
Additionally, Katrina has recently been selected by AXELOS to be an
ITIL Global Ambassador for the new upcoming version of ITIL.
Katrina’s unique framework of incorporating Human Centred
Design (putting the customer at the heart of everything) with the
ITIL framework provides a unique perspective and differentiator for
IT organisations.
Using Human Centred Design techniques, Katrina challenges
traditional support models and outdated IT metrics. Typically,
starting afresh, end user’s needs, desires, limitations and
environment are the inputs in the design of support models and the
creation of relevant IT metrics. Katrina’s framework puts the
customer at the heart of all ITIL support processes and metrics,
ultimately holding IT organizations in better stead in demonstrating
their contribution to an organization's business outcomes.
SESSION: Human centered ITIL service design (mix well for the
perfect customer (& organisation) outcome)

Click here for Full Program

Stijn De Lathouwers

Executive Manager – Operations, Platform and Service
Management, Suncorp
Stijn De Lathouwers is a Customer Technologist with
successful track record of combining data, marketing,
customer experience and IT functions. At Suncorp, as
Executive Manager – Operations, Platforms and Service
Management he is responsible within its Chief Data and
Transformation Office for developing and keeping Suncorp
Group’s data services and systems running. Belgian born,
rooted in data and with a passion for customer centric solution
he is helping Suncorp become a data driven organisation.
SESSION: Service management in Suncorp’s agile chief data
and transformation office

SaaS ITSM Software – Value
without the overheads

by Stephen Brunsdon

With IT shops under increasing pressure to align with and
ultimately integrate into the business, IT needs practical
technology to support their ITSM journey.
After all, service management can’t exist in large
organizations without some level of automation
to manage the complexity.
Today, many organizations are finding
themselves stuck with expensive, cumbersome,
inflexible and over-customized on-premise ITSM
solutions that have become part of the
woodwork of IT and represent more of a risk
than a benefit. In order to integrate IT with the
business, IT leaders need to ‘turn the map’ and
bring IT around to a more business-like way of
thinking – a top-down view focusing on business
outcomes, with the technology taking the role of
enabler, not dictator.
Cloud computing and SaaS, as an application of
the Cloud paradigm, is enabling this shift by
allowing organizations to outsource the burden
of managing infrastructure and technology to
third party organizations, freeing them to focus
on gaining value without the overheads –
making organizations more agile and resourceefficient.
However, the legacy on-premise model for
purchasing technology still has a strong cultural
grip on the IT community. Organizations are
starting to accept the idea that ownership of
software has no intrinsic value (yet many
disadvantages) and the SaaS delivery model can
give them access to the technology they need
without compromising agility, security and
budget.
Naturally, organizations want to compare the
value and costs of their current on-premise
solution to SaaS solutions on the market – as
objectively as possible.
Quantifying the costs of an incumbent toolset is
more difficult than it seems, and calculating
value objectively even more so. In all but the
most mature organizations, it is difficult to

quantify value beyond direct cost saving;
putting a finger on the value of improved
productivity that has stemmed from a single
application is a major challenge with many
hidden factors.
The deep capital expenditure associated with
on-premise applications makes building a
business case a necessity. As a large investment,
the CEO and CFO must be satisfied that the
investment will return value before budget can
be signed off – presenting a barrier to accessing
new technology in an environment where
budgets are tight and the focus is firmly on
cutting costs.
If your organization is desperately in need of
new service management technology, time
spent building a business case can seriously
hold up your ITSM roadmap.
With 70% of CFOs stating that they do not see a
definite return on investment from IT budget,
getting capital funding is becoming increasingly
difficult, and the answer is often ‘no’.
With SaaS, technology is rented on a pay-asyou-go basis - meaning the cost of technology
can be absorbed by the operation budget, below
the radar of the CFO and CEO. Acquiring
technology via the SaaS model is an effective
workaround to the ‘no budget’ problem. Of
course, the cost of a SaaS solution may not
always fall at a lower level than your existing
toolset, but if your organization is in desperate
need of new ITSM technology and your CFO
won’t release budget, SaaS is a well-fitting
option.
Find out more about how to quantify the cost
and value of your on-premise solution in our
whitepaper: SaaS ITSM Tools: Time to Switch?
Visit wwww.axiossystems.com

Cybersecurity – Is
This a New
Directors’ Duty?
The Benefits of LinkedIn

When organisations hear about cybersecu
international companies such as Facebook a
assuming that issues surrounding cy

The reality is that some enterprises are
very popular targets for cybersecurity
attacks. This is because they often hold a
‘goldmine’ of sensitive information, while
also being less equipped to protect
themselves from these threats.
Whilst courts will take into account the
fact that these enterprises might not
have the resources that larger companies
have to spend on cybersecurity, directors
and other governing body members of
enterprises are not absolved of liability.
In fact, directors’ duties have broadened
to include responsibility over managing
these new risks and to include having
policies in place that deal with
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cybersecurity. This article will address
how to deal with these extended duties
in relation to cybersecurity. These duties
apply to all enterprises regardless of
structure but, for ease of reading, in this
article we refer to duties of company
directors.
Australian Red Cross Blood Service Data
Breach
On 5 September 2016, a database file
containing information relating to
approximately 550,000 prospective
blood donors was inadvertently saved to
a publicly accessible portion of a web
server managed by a third party
provider. Some of the information was
particularly sensitive as it related to the
sexual

By
&
Brian
Lee
By Vera
Vera Visevic
Visevic
&
Brian
Lee
By Sue Ellson

urity issues and big data breaches in large
and Target, they often make the mistake of
ybersecurity will not apply to them.

behaviours of the donors as well as other
personal information. The Red Cross
became aware of the data breach after an
individual discovered the vulnerability
and contacted a cybersecurity expert,
Troy Hunt, who then subsequently
informed
the Australian Cyber Emergency
Response Team (AusCERT), which notified
the blood service on 25 October 2016.
How has cybersecurity affected the laws
on directors’ duties?
Red Cross is an example of where
directors may be held liable under these
newly expanded duties depending on
how they respond to cybersecurity
events such as a data breach. The
directors’ duties most

relevant in this case are:
*the duty to exercise their powers with
due care and diligence; and
*the duty to exercise their powers in
good faith in the best interest of the
corporation/organisation.
Courts have taken a broad approach in
interpreting these duties to include
many aspects of cybersecurity. The
Australian Institute of Company
Directors has also published A Director’s
Guide to Governing Information
Technology and Cybersecurity. The
guide emphasises that in exercising
these duties organisations should, where
possible, acquire expertise in IT and have
policies in place to deal with breaches
17

Understandably, the resources to acquire
expertise, or have sophisticated data
security systems, will vary between
organisations. To comply with their
duties, directors should ensure that the
organisation’s response is commensurate
to the risk. It may be that an organisation
that faces a low risk of a cybersecurity
attack may adequately comply with its
directors’ duties by including cybersecurity
on the board agenda and having a
cybersecurity policy in place.
Ways in which enterprises might comply
with directors’ duties
Cybersecurity governance frameworks
The Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner (OAIC) recommends that
organisations have some sort of data
breach response plan. In instances of
cybersecurity, such as cyber-attacks or
theft of data, if the board can demonstrate
that it was aware of a cybersecurity risk and
used a framework to mitigate that risk, it is
less likely to risk breaching its duties. A
good example to look to is the National
Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Cybersecurity Framework, which
provides best practices in relation to how
organisations might manage their
cybersecurity risks.
Under this framework, the functions split
cybersecurity management into five main
areas: Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond
and Recover. In summary it involves:
*Identifying and developing an
understanding of the overall cyber risk
context which includes the asset
management, business environment and
having a risk management strategy;
*Protecting and deploying safeguards for
access control;
*Detecting and enabling timely discovery
of breaches and anomalies;
18

*Recovery so that an organisation can
resume operation.
It can be useful to compare the
organisation’s current practices with the
best practices highlighted by frameworks
such as NIST, so that directors can
effectively deal with cybersecurity risks
and comply with this duty.
Acquiring and structuring expertise
Ways in which directors might think
about acquiring expertise in IT to ensure
that the board has appropriate advice to
exercise its required governance duties
will vary depending on the organisation.
Where a cybersecurity risk is identified,
directors would be wise to think about
adding IT expertise to the board, whether
by adding a board member with
expertise in IT or, forming an IT board
committee. Alternatively, the board may
retain an external IT expert to provide it
with advice. These options would reflect
how the risk is then structured through
the organisation as well as the size,
scope and strategic reliance of the
organisation on the use of IT. However,
courts will understand that, for some
enterprises like not-for-profits, it may not
always be possible to acquire expertise
due to limited resources.
Response by Australian Red Cross Blood
Service
Following the breach at the Australian
Red Cross Blood Service, there was an
OAIC investigation. The OAIC
commended the blood service’s quick
response and handling of the breach. The
OAIC stated that overall the blood
service acted appropriately and in a
timely manner to rectify the data breach,
and that its response provided a model
of good practice for organisations.

So what happened?
The Blood Service became aware of the
incident on 26 October 2016 and took the
following steps to respond:
*Continued to engage with the Incident
Management Service of AusCERT by
telephone and in person to assist its
response to the incident.
*Confirmed (via AusCERT) that a copy of
the data file held by the unknown
individual and Mr Hunt were deleted.
*Engaged IDcare, an identity and cyber
support service, to undertake an
independent risk assessment of the
personal information compromised. IDcare
assessed the personal information as
being of low risk of future direct misuse.
*Notified the public and affected
individuals on 28 October 2016 that a data
breach had occurred by issuing press
releases on websites, social media, and
notifying affected individuals by text and
email.
*Engaged specialist organisations to
conduct forensic analysis on the exposed
third-party server, monitor the Donate
Blood website for any vulnerabilities or

unusual activity and to monitor the dark
web for any indication that the data was
available or was being traded.
Following the incident the Red Cross
enhanced its information handling
practices and provided an enforceable
undertaking to engage an independent
reviewer to review its third party
management policy and standard
operating procedure.
Summary
Enterprises including Not-for-profits,
like any other organisation that deals
with information, should consider the
risks associated with cybersecurity.
Depending on the size, resources, and
the risk itself, the response will vary.
The expansion of directors’ duties to
include cybersecurity means that
enterprises should consider model
responses, such as the Red Cross, and
frameworks, such as NIST, when it
comes to creating policies or structures
that might protect them from liability
should there be a cyberattack.

About Vera Visevic
Vera heads up the Not-for- profit team at Mills Oakley. Acting for numerous
charities, religious and not-for- profit organisations, Vera has over 20 years'
experience in the legal profession. In her work, Vera focuses on governance
and fundraising issues, restructuring and mergers and regularly advises on
constitutions and ACNC/ATO endorsements.
Vera edits the Clubs & Societies title in the Australian Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, and is
an author in “Charity Law”, European Lawyer Reference (2012 and 2016). Further, Vera reviewed the
Community Care and Service regulatory compliance module for LexisNexis, covering such topics as the
National Disability Insurance Scheme, and community housing. Vera sits on a number of Not-for-profit
boards and committees. To find out more please do not hesitate to contact Vera Visevic.
T: +61 2 8289 5812
E: vvisevic@millsoakley.com.au
This article was co-authored with Brian Lee – Law Graduate at Mills Oakley. Brian completed his
Bachelor of Laws and Bachelor of Arts majoring in Music at UNSW in 2017. Brian has an interest in
emerging issues surrounding cybersecurity and its legal implications on governance frameworks.

Member Q & A
Tracey Horricks
in conversation with
Brendan Cullen
What is your current job title and industry and
what do you enjoy the most about both?

Has being an itSMF Member benefited you
professionally?

I am currently the Manager of the Technology
Service Desk at The University of Adelaide. I
love the excitement that the University sector
brings, with our focus on world-class education
to prepare the leaders of the future, alongside
the excellent research to solve the world’s
grandest challenges! The fast pace of the
Service Desk always keeps me on my toes, and
is a great way to channel my focus on customer
service.
I am about to transition into a newly created
Service Delivery Manager role, as we focus on
building our Service Management capability, so
look forward to the new challenges this will
bring.

I mentioned my itSMF membership and
involvement in my recent Service Delivery
Manager interview … I’m pretty sure this got me
the role.
What ITSM related certifications do you hold, if
any?
•

ITIL Foundation

What has been your biggest workplace or
career challenge and how did you face it?

How long have you been an itSMF Member?

My first full-time job was in a government
agency in Leeds, UK, and most of my colleagues
had been in the same job for 15-20 years and
were very set in their ways.

My first itSMF event was back in 2016 where my
colleague, Ian Willis, presented about our
customer service journey ‘from last to first’.
Meeting other service management
professionals was exciting and new, and got me
hooked! And the rest, as they say, is history.

My just-out-of-school enthusiasm to change the
world was on overdrive and I found an expense
spreadsheet that was printed each month and
added up on a manual calculator. After adding a
‘sum’ field, I thought I was the bee’s knees, but
my manager didn’t see it that way.

What itSMF Membership Benefits do you get
most value from?
•
•
•

Seminars
itSMF Bulletins / Publications
itSMF Website

I was strongly advised to not interfere with the
processes, because ‘that’s how we do things
here’. From that moment onwards, I knew that I
needed work in an environment that challenged
the status quo on a daily basis. 3 months later I
moved to a small IT company and I haven’t
looked back!

What do you enjoy most about being an itSMF
Member?

Have you ever applied your ITSM skills outside
of work?

The itSMF seminars have been interesting, eyeopening and inspiring, and I always walk away
enthusiastic about how I can take action. I also
find everyone in the itSMF family so welcoming,
friendly and willing to share their experiences.

I’d like to say that I leave work behind, but who
am I kidding ….. from the Trello board for the
household projects, to providing timely IT
support to my family, my workplace skills are
often useful in many scenarios.

What do you see as the biggest challenge or
‘next big thing’ for ITSM professionals over the
next couple of years and what do we as ITSM
professionals need to do to address these
challenges/opportunities?
IT itself is ever changing and our ability to adapt
to this change is what sets us apart. I live by the
motto ‘every day is a learning day’ and strongly
believe that in order to rise to the challenge, we
must be prepared to learn. Sometimes we make
mistakes and sometimes we get it right first time,
but we can always learn and become a better
version of ourselves.
What's the most valuable piece of advice you
have been given in your professional career?

What was the title and author of the last book
you read?
Turia Pitt’s ‘Unmasked’ which I picked up at the
2017 itSMF Conference – she is incredibly
courageous and inspiring and it was wonderful
to meet her.
One word that could describe your experience
of itSMF Australia?
Outstanding.
The speakers, members and committee are all
such a wealth of information and so willing to
share their knoweldge and experience. It makes
for an outstanding experience – highly
recommended.

“Love what you do; Do what you love”
You spend a large portion of your life at work, so
make sure you enjoy it. If you don’t enjoy it, find
something you do enjoy.

Have you ever been to an itSMF Conference, if
so what was your conference experience like
and do you have a lasting memory?

What advice would you give young people who
have chosen a career in technology?

I have attended the last 2 itSMF conferences and
the notable highlights were the calibre of
speakers!

Well done! Enjoy all the luxurious technologies
you have available to you, and know that
someone, somewhere came up with that idea! If
it wasn’t for people like you, we’d still be using
VCRs, CRT monitors and Windows ME! Challenge,
create and enjoy it!
What do you like to do when you are not
working?
I practice bikram yoga (yep, that crazy 40
degree/40% humidity yoga) and I enjoy camping
and travelling. When time allows, I also enjoy a
spot of Netflix/Stan binge-watching and recently
completed all 100 hours of ‘Friends’.

After both conferences, I have quoted multiple
speakers and used their ideas in my work,
especially Colin D Ellis’ ideas on building a great
team and Dave O’Reardon’s customer focus.
Having said that, the lasting memory for me was
the awards ceremonies. Hearing the
achievements of other teams and individuals,
especially the lifetime achievement award, was
so inspiring and drives me to continuously
improve.
You never know, maybe one day you might see
my team up there as a finalist!
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2017 Winner of the ITSM
Innovation of the Year Award
TAFE SA
Submit for the ITSM/Business Relationship of the Year Award
The ITSM/Business Relationship of the Year will be awarded to the team of IT and
business leaders who during the past year have demonstrated outstanding skills in
establishing IT as a strategic business partner within their organisation. This will have
resulted in significant improvements in end user and/or customer services.
Evaluation Criteria:
Objectives and Challenges (20%) This criterion considers the alignment of the solution
to the award and the associated challenges. The objectives of the activity should clearly
indicate the required IT service management related outcomes and the challenges they
presented to the organisation and its service management team.
ITSM/Business Integration (25%) This criterion assesses the overall strategy and
approach taken by the team to achieve these objectives and how service management
practices were integrated into the organisation’s strategies for the delivery of new or
improved business services. This approach should be clearly documented.
Process and Procedure (20%) This criterion establishes to what extent the solution
required the design of different approaches to IT service management . To what extent
did these designs align with or differ from ITIL methodologies, related standards and best
practices?
Achievements (25%) This criterion evaluates the achievement of significant results. Can
the translation of ITSM as an integral part of business operations be shown to have
resulted in more efficient and effective business solutions? Did the solution add
measurable benefits to the organisation in terms of IT service quality and customer
satisfaction?
Team contribution (10%) This criterion evaluates team leadership and motivation and
how this contributed to the achievement of the overall objectives. It will include
consideration of how the IT service management team was supported and encouraged
and if a team spirit was generated and maintained
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